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Physical interactions between proteins and the formation of stable complexes form the basis of
most biological functions. Therefore, a critical step toward understanding the integrated workings
of the cell is to determine the structure of protein complexes, and reveal how their structural
organization dictates function. Studying the three-dimensional organization of protein assemblies,
however, represents a major challenge for structural biologists, due to the large size of the
complexes, their heterogeneous composition, their flexibility, and their asymmetric structure. In
the last decade, mass spectrometry has proven to be a valuable tool for analyzing such noncovalent
complexes. Here, I illustrate the breadth of structural information that can be obtained from this
approach, and the steps taken to elucidate the stoichiometry, topology, packing, dynamics, and
shape of protein complexes. In addition, I illustrate the challenges that lie ahead, and the future
directions toward which the field might be heading. (J Am SocMass Spectrom 2010, 21, 487–500)
© 2010 American Society for Mass SpectrometryThe Human Genome Project has revealed that thebiological complexity of organisms is not re-flected solely by the number of proteins, but
rather by the number of physiologically relevant pro-
tein interactions that organisms display [1, 2]. Current
predictions estimate that about 35,000 protein–protein
interactions occur in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
yielding approximately six unique interactions per pro-
tein [3, 4]. The human interactome is predicted to be
much more complex: It is estimated that its 26,000 to
38,000 genes [2] form 650,000 protein interactions [5, 6].
These numbers demonstrate that most proteins function
within a multi-component assembly, forming hundreds
of different functional modules within the cellular en-
vironment. Currently, the precise mechanisms of as-
sembly, function, and regulation of the vast majority of
these protein complexes remain unclear. Revealing the
structural and dynamic interactions among proteins
that constitute the proteome, and correlating this infor-
mation with function creates one of the major chal-
lenges in the post-genomic era.
To understand how a macromolecular structure
translates into function, it is crucial to determine the
characteristics of a complex, and reveal the biological
role and mode of action of the protein assembly. For
such analyses, it is necessary to define how the function
of the complex as a whole differs from that of its
individual components, and then determine the contri-
bution of each subunit—based on its identity, stoichi-
ometry, shape, and structure—to the overall activity
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subunits within the complex should be defined: infor-
mation concerning subunit–subunit interactions, rela-
tive orientations, proximity, and assembly packing is
imperative. The ultimate goal of the analysis, and its
final step, is to retrieve a high-resolution structure of the
protein assembly. Nevertheless, many hurdles stand in
the way of defining these structural properties; for
instance, the low copy numbers of protein assemblies in
the cell, their heterogeneous composition, asymmetric
contour, fast dynamics, and the abundance of fleeting
interactions.
A variety of methods currently exist to experimen-
tally determine the structure of protein complexes (Fig-
ure 1). These include X-ray crystallography and nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR), which yield atomic resolu-
tion structures, and lower resolution methods such as
cryo-electron microscopy, and small-angle X-ray scat-
tering and labeling techniques [7, 8]. Another emerging
structural biology approach, which will be the focus of
this article, is mass spectrometry (MS). While the scien-
tific community is well aware of the contribution that
MS has made to proteomic initiatives, here, I would like
to focus on its critical importance to structural studies of
multi-protein assemblies [9–13].
The field of structural MS came into being with the
realization that noncovalent interactions can be main-
tained in the gas phase [14–16]. This meant that in the
right set-up, entire protein complexes could be trans-
ferred, intact, into the mass spectrometer, and analyzed.
This ability was then utilized for structural analysis of
numerous protein complexes; for example, in large
MDa complexes such as the ribosome [17], and highly
ordered virus capsids [18–20], in defining substrate
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488 SHARON J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2010, 21, 487–500binding to molecular machines [21–23], and in the
characterization of polydisperse assemblies [24]. The
fundamental advantage of using MS lies in its ability
to probe transient, asymmetric, and heterogeneous
macromolecular complexes, using very low concen-
trations of sample (pmol). In addition, the speed of
the analysis enables dynamic reactions to be moni-
tored in real time.
Most of the experiments conducted on multi-protein
complexes are performed using a nano-electrospray
ionization source (nESI), and a quadrupole-time-of-
flight (Q-TOF) instrument [9–13]. In this critical insight,
I focus on the contributions made by nESI, although
recently other ionization techniques [25–27] have been
shown to provide excellent alternatives. I will describe
MS analysis, step-by-step, and illustrate the type of
information gained at each level. Overall, I will sum-
marize the current features of the MS technique, high-
light its capabilities, and point up current methodolog-
ical gaps in obtaining structural details of protein
complexes. In addition, attention will be given to the
integration of the MS strategy with other structural
approaches, as well as challenges that lie ahead.
Using MS as a tool for generating a subunit
interaction map of protein complexes is a multi-step
process (Figure 2). First, the composition and stoichi-
ometry of the protein building blocks are defined.
Next, the core and peripheral subunits are identified,
and information regarding the assembly dynamics
Figure 1. Different levels of information obtain
macromolecular assemblies. The range of exp
structural information are listed. AFM: atomic fo
EM: electron microscopy; FRET: fluorescence
resonance; SAXS: small-angle X-ray scattering; Sand the packing of the subunits is gathered. Subse-quently, the set of protein–protein interactions is
clarified. Ultimately, at this last stage, a protein interaction
map may be created. These steps are described in detail
below.
Protein Complex Composition and
Stoichiometry
One of the first applications of structural mass spec-
trometry involved defining the stoichiometry of protein
assemblies [28, 29]. When the analyzed sample is a
homo-oligomer, stoichiometry determination is quite
straightforward, as the obtained mass is simply divided
by the mass of the monomeric subunit to obtain the
subunit copy number. This copy number can then be
validated by applying the tandem MS (MS/MS) ap-
proach, in which one of the charge states corresponding
to that of the intact complex is selected and subjected to
collision induced dissociation (CID) by colliding the
ions with neutral gas atoms or molecules [30]. These
collisions lead to the charge-driven unfolding of a
monomer, which may then be expelled from the com-
plex. Generally, the CID dissociation pathway of pro-
tein complexes is asymmetric in terms of charge, and
yields highly charged monomers, and oligomers of
relatively low charge (“stripped complex”) [31]. The
asymmetric nature of the charge is an advantage when
assigning the spectrum, as it increases the separation
ong the path toward structural determination of
ental methods that can provide the relevant
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ance energy-transfer; NMR: nuclear magnetic
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that of the intact complex, missing one subunit. Nota-
bly, for such analyses, conditions within the mass
spectrometer must be optimized, to maintain the non-
covalent interactions of large complexes. Usually,
higher pressures are used in the initial vacuum stages of
the instrument, to stabilize even relatively labile mac-
romolecular protein complexes [32, 33]. In addition, the
radio frequency (RF) of the quadrupole analyzer is
reduced, to enable the selection and transmission of
high mass to charge (m/z) ions (4000 m/z) [33].
More challenging are cases where the protein com-
plex is composed of different subunits. In such cases an
additional step of MS analysis is needed before stoichi-
ometry determination, to define the exact mass of each
subunit in the complex. One possibility is to apply the
tandem MS approach and measure the mass of the
expelled monomeric subunits. The advantage of this
approach, which involves the removal of water and
buffer molecules following collisions with the neutral
gas buffer, is its accuracy. A possible disadvantage is
that some core subunits may always remain in the
stripped complex, making it difficult to determine their
monomeric mass. For that reason soft denaturing con-
ditions (mainly by adding small amounts of organic
solvents) are used, to generate smaller subcomplexes.
The latter can then be further dissociated into their
composing subunits by tandemMS (as above), enabling
mass measurement of additional individual subunits
that may be otherwise buried within the complex
(Figure 3a) [34]. Another possibility for defining the
exact masses of individual subunits is MS analysis of a
denatured solution of the complex [35] (Figure 3b).
While this method enables accurate mass measure-
ments of the individual components in a single step,
overlapping charge states may often complicate the
analysis. In such situations, the separation capabilities
of a hybrid MS/ion mobility instrument (as the Synapt,
Waters, Manchester, UK) [36, 37] may be utilized, to
separate the different ions into a third dimension, drift
time, thereby resolving the overlapping charge states.
(The MS/ion mobility approach is further discussed
below).
The methods described above are generally used to
define the stoichiometry of complexes composed of 6–8
different subunits. This is due to the relatively low
ionization efficiency and overlapping charge states of
some subunits, making it difficult to define the ex-
act masses of multi-component complexes. Moreover,
when studying endogenous protein complexes isolated
directly from cells, protein subunits are frequently
modified to such an extent that it is impossible to
identify their sequences by simply measuring their
mass and searching protein databases. To this end, it
was necessary to establish new methods of analysis for
larger and more heterogeneous complexes.
In one such approach, the complex is decomposed to
its component building blocks by using denaturing
conditions. The individual subunits are then separatedusing a liquid chromatography (LC) column, such as C4
or monolithic (Figure 3c). The eluted flow is initially
sprayed directly into the mass spectrometer for accurate
mass determination of subunits. In addition, the same
LC separation is repeated, and the eluted peaks are
spotted directly onto a MALDI plate, followed by
tryptic digestion, MS/MS analysis, and a database
search for protein sequence identification. The UV
chromatogram of the two LC separations enables a
correlation between mass and identity for each of the
eluted subunits [6, 38]. This step provides basic infor-
mation on the building elements (i.e., subunit mass and
identity) of the complex; subsequently, the noncovalent
interactions between subunits can be investigated (as
detailed in the subunit–subunit interaction section be-
low). While the maximum number of subunits that can
be separated using this approach still needs clarifica-
tion, one of its major strengths is that it makes it easier
to detect and identify isoforms or post-translational
modifications of subunits.
Once the composition of the complex has been
identified, the next step is to define the mass of the
intact complex, and the relative abundance of each
subunit. Often, this can be a challenging task. To enable
a more efficient and comprehensive analysis of complex
mass spectra, computational algorithms were devel-
oped. One way to analyze MS data is to deconvolute the
spectra by means of the software program MaxEnt [39,
40]. This software uses maximum entropy to provide
protein profiles such that the actual mass is determined
rather than the observed m/z results. The MaxEnt max-
imum entropy approach can produce very good results;
however, it is not always possible to deconvolute very
complex mass spectra in which the measured ions from
different species often overlap. Moreover, when mea-
suring a wide mass range spectrum, data processing
can become time-consuming. In general, the deconvo-
lution approach can greatly simplify data analysis, and
help to define the intact mass of the complex, though it
does not provide information on the stoichiometry of its
protein components.
The determination of subunit copy number may be
achieved by means of the summing masses for interaction
topology (SUMMIT) [41] algorithm which, given the mo-
lecular masses of subunits, calculates all of their possible
compositions. This algorithm performs an exhaustive
search for masses that together, add up to the target mass
over all allowable boundaries within a given error range.
The output of this routine is a list of possible combinations
of subunits that sum up to a similar mass. An elegant way
to assist and validate such analyses, is to use the solving
complex macromolecular mass spectra (SOMMS) pro-
gram, which can simulate and subsequently resolve com-
plex mass spectra [42]. Developed by the Heck group, the
SOMMS program uses a multinomial distribution with
Gaussian curve-fitting to simulate putative mass spectra
of protein complexes and subcomplexes. The SOMMS
program requires prior knowledge of factors such as
potential macromolecular complexes in solution, molecu-
490 SHARON J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2010, 21, 487–500lar masses of subunits, and predicted numbers of charges,
to correctly simulate charge-state distribution for the
candidate complexes. Overall, unlike the field of pro-
teomics, in which the availability of various software
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complex is less than the peak width at half-height, defin-
ing their stoichiometry is a very difficult task. This diffi-
culty is more pronounced in large protein complexes, in
which the peak width is broadened due to incomplete
desolvation, and adherence of buffer and solvent adducts
[43]. In such cases, genetic manipulations may be intro-
duced, to increase or decrease the mass of one of the
subunits, by either introducing N- or C-terminal trunca-
tions or adding a protein tag [44, 45]. However, such
genetically engineered constructs may potentially inter-
fere with the biological activity of the assembly. Therefore,
it is desirable to validate the activity of such modified
complexes, before MS analysis.
Core and Peripheral Subunits
When the composition, stoichiometry, and exact mass
of each of the subunits are known, identifying core and
peripheral subunits is the next step in the structural
analysis of the complex. Subunits that are located at the
periphery are more exposed; as a consequence, they
have fewer interaction partners, and their binding in-
terface is smaller [31, 46]. Therefore, these subunits are
often the first to undergo unfolding and dissociation
when protein complexes are activated during the tan-
dem MS process [31, 47–49]. A stepwise increase of the
accelerating voltage during the MS/MS analysis, and
subsequent analysis of the dissociation products, will
pinpoint peripheral constituents. While core subunits
will be retained within the complex (Figure 3a). This
method, although crude, is quite effective, as has been
proven by the growing number of MS studies on macro-
molecular complexes with known high-resolution struc-
tures [47, 48, 50]. However, it is currently limited to less
than 10 dissociation steps (depending on the complex),
and so cannot uncover the subunit architecture of
larger, multi-component assemblies.
The key questions that arise are whether new mass
spectrometers that enable the user to achieve higher
activation energies would increase the sequential disso-
ciation steps, or whether there are other limits which
Figure 2. Generating a subunit interaction ma
diagram describes the different steps taken, the
relevant MS approach. The process is illustrated
(CSN) [6]. Under denaturing conditions, the eigh
graphically; the masses of the individual pro
identification of each subunit by means of its un
and MS conditions optimized for preserving non
complex was acquired. The measured mass of
present at unit stoichiometry. The MS spectru
complex. Substoichiometric complexes in which
plexes corresponding to Csn1/2/3/8 and Csn
revealed that unlike the other subunits, Csn1
suggesting that these subunits are located with
then generated by stepwise addition of methano
MS/MS analyses enabled the identification of 3
submitted to SUMMIT for determination of a
interaction network, leading to a high confidence intare not yet understood. In a recent study, a QTOF
instrument capable of accessing high activation ener-
gies was used to examine the dissociation pathway of
HSP16.5, a 24-mer complex, and up to four dissociation
steps of monomeric subunits were observed [51]. Even
when high collision energies were employed, a fifth
dissociation step was not induced; rather, the excess
energy caused the monomeric subunits to fragment into
peptides. This study suggests that the extent of nonco-
valent dissociation by CID is limited by the amount of
charge available, and not merely by the activation
energy. These results raise the question of whether the
number of subunits, or the size of the stripped subunits,
is the limiting factor in defining the core of the complex.
Given that charge partitioning during the CID process
is proportional to the surface area of the unfolded
subunits [9], will large subunits siphon off more charge
and, as a result, limit the number of possible dissocia-
tion states? In general, a possible route for overcoming
the limited number of dissociation steps might be to
increase the amount of charge allotted to the complete
complex, by using a small amount of chemical adducts
such as m-nitrobenzyl alcohol [52], or alternatively by
changing the pH [53].
Another option would be to exploit alternative dis-
sociation methods such as surface-induced dissociation
(SID) [54–57]. In the SID activation strategy, a large
amount of energy is deposited within the protein com-
plexes in a very short time, resulting in more extensive
dissociation than that caused by CID. Recent findings
[56] indicated that unlike CID, protein assemblies ex-
posed to SID tend to dissociate in such a way that
symmetrical charge partitioning of the product ions is
obtained. This is attributed to the high-energy of colli-
sions, which leads to dissociation of subunits before
large-scale structural rearrangements. It would be inter-
esting to examine whether such symmetric dissociation
would also occur in large protein complexes (greater
than 500 kDa), in which the deposited energy might
be absorbed internally. Nevertheless, a comparison
between SID and CID dissociation pathways might
reveal information regarding the asymmetry of a com-
a protein complex is a multi-step process. The
ctural information gained at each step, and the
tudy of the human COP9 signalosome complex
units of the complex were separated chromato-
, together with peptide sequencing, enabled
mass. Using a volatile buffer at physiologic pH
lent interactions, the MS spectrum of the intact
tact complex confirmed that all subunits were
lso revealed the integrity and stability of the
2 and Csn5 were absent, and smaller subcom-
8, were obtained. A series of MS/MS spectra
Csn6 are not dissociated from either complex,
core. A set of overlapping subcomplexes was
ncomitantly with harsh MS conditions. MS and
complexes. This list of subcomplexes was then
teraction network. The data yielded a singlep of
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492 SHARON J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2010, 21, 487–500plex, or the existence of hinge regions with weaker
protein-protein interactions. In general, SID comple-
ments information obtained by CID experiments
[54–57]. A future challenge would be to combine thesedissociation methods within a single mass spectrome-
ter, to facilitate comprehensive data analysis. Moreover,
I anticipate that the ability of lasers to induce assembly
dissociation will also be explored.
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Many large macromolecular complexes are composed
of subcomplexes that come together to perform a func-
tion. Identifying the interactions between the subunits
of these complexes and generating their topological
arrangements is similar to creating a mosaic: the pieces
of information linking the small subcomplexes are
assembled, to provide a full description of the intact
complex organization (Figure 2). In practice, the com-
plex is initially fragmented into a set of subcomplexes.
The composition of each subcomplex is defined, and the
overlapping components are used to generate a detailed
subunit interaction map. Recently, the subunit architec-
ture of several complexes was defined by means of this
approach [6, 34, 35, 38]. In most cases, the complexes are
disrupted by partial denaturation in solution, through
changing the pH, increasing the ionic strength, or
adding organic solvents to the solution [58]. Active
dissociation of the complex may also be induced in the
gas-phase by collisional activation methods. MS and
MS/MS analyses are then applied to identify the com-
position of the subcomplexes generated. Subsequently,
the list of assigned subcomplexes is used to build the
interaction map.
Given the large number of possible spatial confor-
mations, defining the unique subunit organization map
of a complex is not trivial. For example, an eight-
subunit complex can be arranged in 228 adjacency
structures. Even if topologies that are not physically
feasible are removed it is still a large number of
structural possibilities. Therefore, utilizing computa-
tional algorithms would greatly assist in the generation
of the protein interaction network. Such an algorithm
Figure 3. Methods for defining the exact mass
mass measurements of subunits are illustrated
(Csn1-8) complex. (a) MS/MS analysis of su
activation of the complex supports removal of as
increases the accuracy of mass measurement of
mixed population of ions at 7000 m/z (Csn5,
dissociation of individual subunits Csn3, Csn4,
labeled in the Figure). In the high-m/z region o
pentamers were identified, all containing Csn1
within the core of the complex [6]. The MS analy
acetate (pH 7.5) and 12.5% methanol (vol/vol).
denatured solution of the COP9 complex. The
acetonitrile and 0.1% formic acid). All eight subu
method. However, applying this approach to
straightforward, for two reasons: the complexity
and the fact that the method catalogues all prote
on their theoretical masses. However, if a prote
might be difficult to define its identity. (c) Capil
of Csn5) coupled with MS analysis. Subunit sep
(initial solution conditions: 10% acetonitrile, 90%
representing the different isolated subunits are c
under identical conditions, and each peak was
weight of the intact protein subunit, and by M
fractionated proteins, for protein identification.
ducible, enabling the correlation of each LC pea
of the resulting ESI-QTOF (left) and MALDI TO
The identified subunits and the masses measured areshould enable sampling of all the possible interactions
between subunits compatible with the observed sub-
complexes. SUMMIT, which uses a genetic algorithm to
generate a protein interaction network [41], is an exam-
ple of such a software program. SUMMIT takes a
simplified approach, ignoring the 3D aspect of protein
complexes, and deconstructs complexes into their
smallest possible protein building blocks. The software
then generates all viable interactions between these
building blocks. A list of subcomplexes is submitted to
SUMMIT to determine the interaction network in which
the area of each subunit is scaled according to its mass;
the connections are weighted according to the number
of times they occur within the various networks. When
performing such analyses, care must be taken not to
overreach the goal by inferring incorrect connectivities.
Zhou et al. used a similar approach, based on a different
analytical algorithm, termed ‘minimal connectivity’
[38]. According to this algorithm, the full complex
contains the smallest set of connections between sub-
units required to explain those present in multiple
subcomplexes. This assignment strategy was performed
manually; however, there is no doubt that the commu-
nity would benefit from further development of these
computational packages.
When using the overlapping sets of subcomplexes to
generate a connectivity map, the following points
should be considered: if a large set of subcomplexes has
been generated, it is recommended that only a fraction
of them be used for generalizing the connectivity map,
and all those remaining used for structure validation
[6]. Moreover, within the pool of generated subcom-
plexes, the distribution of dimers, trimers, tetramers,
dividual subunits. Three different methods for
he COP9 signalosome (CSN), an eight subunit
plexes that comprise the CSN complex. The
ted water or buffer molecules, and consequently
led subunits. Data were obtained by isolating a
2Csn5, and Csn5Csn8), giving rise to the
, and Csn8 in the low-m/z region (Csn8 is not
spectrum, charge states of both hexamers and
sn6, suggesting that these subunits are located
as performed in the presence of 1 M ammonium
nanoflow ESI spectrum was measured from a
lex was eluted from a C4 ZipTip column (50%
of the COP9 complex could be identified by this
nalysis of multi-component complexes is not
e spectrum, which complicates the assignment;
ithin the sample, and the identification is based
bunit has been modified only to some extent, it
C separation of COP9 subunits (in the absence
on was carried out using a monolithic column
O, and 0.05% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)). Peaks
coded (left panel). This separation was repeated
zed by ESI-QTOF, to determine the molecular
I-TOF/TOF, following tryptic digestion of the
chromatographic separation was highly repro-
th its mass and identity [6]. An example of two
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complex topology. For example, generating 12 tet-
rameric subcomplexes would only yield 75% of the
subunit interactions for a 10-mer complex, while 13
dimers would enable correct predictions of all interac-
tions [41]. Thus, the minimum number of subcomplexes
required to define explicit interaction determination
depends on both the size of the subcomplexes, and the
total number of subunits comprising the intact complex.
Another point to consider is that structural enantiomers
cannot be dictated by the constraints determined by
MS; for example, a ring structure can run either clock-
wise or counterclockwise. In such cases, other experi-
mental or computational methods could be brought
into play, to choose between possibilities. Overall, de-
fining subcomplex connectivity from MS data is still in
its early days; further development is required to make
this approach generic and applicable to a wide range of
complexes.
Macromolecule Packing and Shape
While the subunit interaction map of a protein as-
sembly provides valuable clues regarding the three-
dimensional spatial arrangement of the complex, it cannot
supply a full description of its shape. This information,
however, may be obtained by applying ion mobility
separation coupled to mass spectrometry (Synapt, Wa-
ters) [36, 37]. Ion mobility (IM) measures the time it
takes for an ion to traverse an environment of gas
molecules of neutral charge, under the influence of a
weak electric field [59]. Large ions will experience more
collisions with the background gas and, consequently,
travel for longer (drift time or tD). The measured drift
time is proportional to the collision cross-section ()
of the ion and, in turn, can be related to its quater-
nary structure. Acquiring IM-MS data yields a three-
dimensional spectrum containing information regarding
the mass-to-charge ratio, abundance of ions, and drift
time. Consequently, the ion mobility capability not only
provides structural information, but also enables a
decrease in the spectral overlap by distributing the data
into a third dimension, thereby enabling analysis of
heterogeneous complexes with very similar composi-
tions. This feature is nicely demonstrated in a recent
IM/MS study, which highlighted the co-existence of
two distinct conformational states of hepatitis B virus
capsids [19].
The correlation between the drift time of an ion and
its  in an IM/MS instrument is based on a calibration
curve generated using a set of proteins with defined
cross-sections [60]. Thus, once the drift time of the
complex of interest is measured, its  can be calculated
from the calibration curve fit [61, 62]. Computational
methods and modeling techniques are then utilized, to
relate the measured cross-section to the quaternary
structure of the protein complex.
The field of structure elucidation by ion mobility is
still in its infancy, and methods for data interpretationand prediction of structural models must still be devel-
oped. A weak point of the current method is that  is
defined by a calibration approach, rather than by abso-
lute measurements. Currently, three proteins are rou-
tinely used for calibration: ubiquitin (8.5 kDa), cyto-
chrome c (12.2 kDa), and myoglobin (16.9 kDa) [60]. The
ability of these relatively low mass calibrant ions to
produce high-precision  measurements for very large
protein complexes is an issue that should be addressed.
However, likely larger ions with measured cross sec-
tions (larger than myoglobin, 3500 Å2, would enable
more precise  calculations.
Another key question in this field involves the reso-
lution of the IM/MS method. How similar are the
topologies that can be distinguished from one another?
Is it possible to differentiate between the shape of a
protein complex with or without an encapsulated sub-
strate? Can small structural rearrangements induced by
ligand binding be detected? In general, the resolution of
ion mobility is defined as the centroid of the drift time
distribution divided by the width of the distribution at
half height (t/t). The current resolution of ion mobility
measurements for large protein complexes is about
10–15. The higher the separation power, the smaller the
 differences that can be distinguished by means of IM
separation. One important parameter for resolving sub-
unit packings is the number of subunits in an assembly.
As the number of subunits increases, structural families
diverge, making ion mobility separation more facile at a
fixed resolution value. For instance, with a resolution
about 10, it is possible to distinguish between ring and
collapsed topologies only for complexes containing
nine or more subunits [60]. Another factor that influ-
ences the ability to distinguish between different topol-
ogies is the mass of individual subunits: more massive
subunits will, on average, increase the overall dimen-
sions of the final quaternary structure adopted by
the complex [60]. In summary, there is no doubt that the
emerging field of IM/MS holds great promise for the
study of large assemblies, and would greatly benefit
from the development of more advanced technologies
that will increase the ability to distinguish between
different topological states.
Assembly Dynamics
Many protein assemblies display dynamic characteris-
tics. While most structural biology methods provide
static snapshots, a major advantage of the MS approach
is that it is capable of monitoring such processes in real
time. This capacity is driven by the fast time scale of the
analysis (ms), and the ability to simultaneously detect
multiple populations of protein assemblies. MS may
therefore be used to elucidate the biogenesis pathway of
a protein complex, since intermediate states along the
assembly pathway may be captured [63, 64]. In such
analyses, the decrease in the intensity of the monomers,
and the increase in the intermediate and fully assem-
bled states, is monitored. This data enables extraction of
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bly processes, and the presence or absence of rate-
limiting steps. Insights into the assembly formation
pathway may also be gained by disassembling intact
structures into their building blocks followed by de-
tailed analyses of the generated subcomplexes [65].
Recently, to track the assembly pathway of two do-
decameric chaperone proteins, Painter et al. introduced
an automated approach for rapid and repeated moni-
toring of the reaction in real time [66]. The time resolu-
tion of this method is 32 s, far better than that achieved
using offline methods, in which the dead time (i.e., the
time between mixing of components and detection) is
1 min.
Since MS is able to capture different species within
heterogeneous ensembles, a glimpse into the dynamic
properties of intact protein complexes may be obtained.
For instance, in the study of the proteasome 19S lid [35]
and the COP9 signalosome complex [6], a dynamic
equilibrium between the intact form of the complexes
and the substoichiometric subcomplexes was revealed.
This observation adds another layer of information to
that provided by static interaction maps, and may shed
light on the molecular mechanism underlying the func-
tion of these complexes.
Another dynamic property of some protein com-
plexes is their ability to freely exchange subunits. This
process possibly helps to regulate their cellular func-
tion, and enables assemblies to change size and adopt
different compositions [67]. Subunit exchange reactions
are often spontaneous and rapid, and the identification
and characterization of the intermediates along the
route are technically challenging. Several experimen-
tal methods have been used to study such processes,
including fluorescence resonance energy-transfer [68], na-
tive gel electrophoresis [69], and affinity chromatog-
raphy [70]. These methods, however, require the use
of a potentially invasive tag; moreover, they provide
an “average” of the whole reaction mixture, or result
in a poor resolution of separation, or a combination
thereof [66]. MS is ideally suited for monitoring such
reactions, as the mass-resolving detection system
enables label-free monitoring of reactants, products,
and intermediate species in the reaction, without the
need to separate these components before analysis
[24, 66, 71].
The use of ion mobility coupled with mass spectrom-
etry for the analysis of macromolecular assembly path-
ways is an area waiting to be explored. By applying
such an approach, an increase in size of the suboligo-
meric states could be directly correlated with shape.
Integration of these results with computational model-
ing would provide a comprehensive view of the assem-
bly process. Such MS tools could also be used to
characterize the dynamic reorganization of protein
complexes that takes place in response to different
signaling events.Hybrid Methods
In some cases, the data generated by the steps de-
scribed above are not sufficient for defining the
subunit architecture of a protein complex. This can
happen in highly complex samples, due to limited
amounts of sample and low quality of spectra. In
such scenarios, it is suggested that other experimental
approaches be integrated with MS. For example,
methods that provide pairwise protein interactions
such as co-immunoprecipitation, the yeast two-hybrid
system, fluorescence resonance energy-transfer (FRET),
or protein arrays, can offer valuable input. These spatial
constraints can be then integrated with the MS results
acquired using the SUMMIT algorithm [41].
Chemical cross-linking is another approach that can
readily be coupled with MS. In this method, a bi-
functional reagent containing two reactive groups that
can react with the side chains of amino acids such as
amine or carboxylic acid, covalently binds two interact-
ing partners [72, 73]. This technique may be utilized to
stabilize protein complexes before MS analysis [74], and
enable the use of MALDI MS for the analysis of nonco-
valent complexes [75–77]. Moreover, cross-linking can
provide information on the identity of neighboring
subunits, by subjecting the partially cross-linked sam-
ple to SDS separation, tryptic digestion, and proteomic
analysis (Figure 4). Identifying the cross-linked sites
themselves provides additional information. As the
location of the created cross-links imposes a distance
constraint on the location of the respective side chains,
it is possible to draw conclusions as to the distance
geometries of individual proteins located within a pro-
tein complex [78–81]. The cross-linker arm can also act
as a ruler to map spatial proximities of amino acids in
proteins [80]. Consequently, distance restraints derived
from cross-linking experiments may then be used,
much like the distance restraints obtained by the nu-
clear Overhauser effect (NOE) in NMR studies. De
novo modeling based on distance restraints from
cross-linking, coupled with MS analysis, may presently
seem far-fetched. However, the contributions of this
technology may effectively advance structural research,
especially when cross-links are used as restraint data, in
conjunction with structural information from other
sources, as well as from computer modeling.
The ultimate goal in structural analysis of protein
assemblies is to obtain models of intact complexes at
atomic resolution. Although MS analysis can tolerate
large, heterogeneous, asymmetric, and dynamic protein
complexes, which are often very challenging for NMR
and X-ray crystallography studies, it cannot provide
such structures at high resolution. Therefore, a major
challenge is to integrate the spatial restraints generated
from MS analysis with other structural biology ap-
proaches, to obtain atomic models. Such integration of
data is generally achieved by means of computational
approaches. Along these lines, an atomic model of the
10-subunit yeast exosome was constructed in an elegant
terac
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eling [34, 41]: the subunit network of the complex,
generated from MS data, was used as a template for
homology calculations based on the known structure of
the archaeal exosome. Currently, the fundamental pre-
requisites for such hybrid approaches are accessible
homologous proteins with known atomic structures.
Although these requirements restrict its application to a
limited number of complexes, likely soon, as more
structures are solved, this will no longer be the case.
Envisioning the Future
The field of structural mass spectrometry has come a
long way since the earliest protein complexes were
shown to be maintained within the mass spectrometer
[82]. Today, the method has its own niche within the
field of structural biology: over the last few years, a
Figure 4. A hybrid method approach was take
complex [33]. Information generated from struc
with yeast two-hybrid data (top boxes). The prot
were integrated to generate a comprehensive inconsiderable body of evidence has emerged regardingthe contribution of MS to the structural elucidation of
protein complexes [9–13]. I would therefore like to end
this critical insight by offering a perspective on the
possible array of future directions the field may take.
Studying Membrane Protein Complexes
While it is accepted that membrane-associated protein
complexes perform a wide range of essential cellular
functions ranging from signaling to nutrient uptake,
trafficking, lipid biosynthesis, and ion homeostasis, the
study of their structure still remains one of the most
challenging aspects of structural biology. Though MS
may contribute extensively to this field, the challenges
still remain. First, the transition into the gas phase
usually leads to the disruption of interactions, particu-
larly between cytoplasmic and membrane subunits.
Secondly, the mass spectrum tends to be dominated by
structural elucidation of the 19S proteasome lid
MS and chemical cross-linking was combined
teractions identified in each step (middle boxes)
tion map (bottom box).n for
tural
ein inlarge aggregates of detergent molecules. Moreover, the
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ers often causes blockage in the electrospray needle,
whereas the large quantities of detergent suppress the
protein signal.
Nevertheless, exciting progress was recently made
when a new strategy was utilized to study membrane
proteins [83–86]. This approach involves the applica-
tion of MS to a micellar solution: the introduction of
energy facilitates the desolvation process, and induces
dissociation of detergent protein clusters. This method
enables determination of the oligomeric state of mem-
brane complexes. In the coming years, I anticipate that
the application of MS to the study of membrane pro-
teins will expand, and new strategies will be developed
to enable it to not only reveal the assembly state of
membrane assemblies, but also their comprehensive
interaction maps and overall shape.
Elucidating the Diversity of Protein Complexes
Traditionally, protein complexes are seen as largely
uniform in both composition and functional capacity.
However, accumulating evidence suggests that the
cell’s population of a specific protein complex actually
represents a diverse group of functionally distinct enti-
ties. The capacity of protein complexes to convert
between oligomeric forms, as well as to generate novel
compositions may be highly developed and subject to
sophisticated modes of regulation [87, 88]. Therefore,
there is a real need to develop novel experimental
approaches that would make it possible to view protein
complexes as dynamic entities which alter their compo-
sition from one tissue to another, between normal
versus diseased cells, or even at different locations and
time points within a single cell. I anticipate that in the
coming years, together with technological develop-
ments, structural MS will play a key role in the analysis
of coexisting structural states of protein complexes.
Revealing the Interaction Network Between Protein
Complexes
Every major process in the cell is carried out by large
assemblies of protein molecules [89]. Recently, increas-
ing evidence indicates that these functional machines
also interact with each other. For example, the transla-
tion and degradation machineries were shown to be
linked [90], as well as the degradation and transcription
machineries [91]. The entire cellular entity may be
viewed as a factory containing an elaborate network of
interactions between macromolecular complexes. Re-
vealing the physical interactions between these protein
assemblies, identifying the common subunits, and elu-
cidating the mechanisms of communication and coop-
eration between them, is crucial for understanding their
integrated and coordinated function. The challenge will
be to recognize the specificity of these numerous inter-actions, and to eliminate contaminant proteins or non-
specific associations.
Structural mass spectrometry is capable of resolving
specific interactions between protein complexes; how-
ever, the methodology depends on the strength and
nature of these interactions. Interactions with micromo-
lar dissociation constants are clearly detected by MS;
however, even weakly bound complexes with millimo-
lar dissociation constants can often survive the ESI
process [92, 93]. Another point to consider is that MS is
biased toward detecting electrostatic interactions, as
hydrophobic interfaces are weakened in the gas
phase [94]. Therefore, if hydrophobic interactions
dominate the interface between complexes, it may not
be possible to maintain/detect the interactions. Nev-
ertheless, the analysis of multi-protein complexes
relies heavily on purification techniques. Progress in
the biochemical isolation of protein complexes is
necessary, so as to maintain the weak interactions
between assemblies under conditions compatible
with MS.
Characterizing Protein Complexes from Cell Lines
Currently, sample consumption for MS studies of non-
covalent complexes is in the picomole range; as a result,
the method is mainly implemented in recombinant
proteins or complexes endogenous to bacteria or yeast.
Scaling up the production of cells in higher eukaryotes
to isolate their protein complexes would be the natural
way to enable their analysis. However, the facilities
required for such massive production are limited in the
academic environment; moreover, the process itself
is very expensive. In the future, such limitations may
be overcome by increasing the sensitivity of mass
spectrometers. These technological developments will en-
able detection and analysis of cellular complexes
present in the femtomole range, and will pave the way
toward analysis of less abundant protein assemblies
and complexes isolated directly from cells of higher
eukaryotes, greatly enhancing the biological relevance
of the results. Overall, a development that will diminish
the bottleneck of sample availability may resemble the
revolution that occurred in the field of X-ray crystallog-
raphy, with the introduction of robots that reduced by
a factor of 10 the amount of protein needed for crystal-
lization [95, 96] and, as a consequence, extensively
expanded the application of the method.
Overall, many challenging frontiers lie in the way of
understanding the integrated and regulated function of
cellular machineries, though clearly, structural MS will
play a critical role in such studies. It is hard to envision
what scientific revolutions will shape the future capa-
bilities of this method, when only two decades ago,
such a field could not even have been imagined. I
anticipate that in the coming years, innovative techno-
logical developments, side-by-side with novel method-
ological approaches and computational methods, will
498 SHARON J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2010, 21, 487–500certainly broaden the scope of application of structural
MS, and make new research directions feasible.
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